
Problem Statement 

What is a problem statement? 

A problem statement is the description of an issue currently existing which needs to be 
addressed. It provides the context for the research study and generates the questions which the 
research aims to answer. The statement of the problem is the focal point of any research. A good 
problem statement is just one sentence (with several paragraphs of elaboration). The paragraphs 
could cover present persuasive arguments that make the problem important enough to study. 
They could include the opinions of others (politicians, futurists, other professionals); 
explanations of how the problem relates to business, social or political trends via presentation of 
data that demonstrates the scope and depth of the problem. 

A well articulated statement of the problem establishes the foundation for everything to follow in 
the proposal and will render less problematic most of the conceptual, theoretical and 
methodological obstacles typically encountered during the process of proposal development. 
This means that, in subsequent sections of the proposal, there should be no surprises, such as 
categories, questions, variables or data sources that come out of nowhere: if it can't be found in 
the problem section, at least at the implicit level, then it either does not belong in the study or the 
problem statement needs to be re-written. 

Problem statement should be confined in 1 page but if there is a need to increase pages then it 
must not be more than 3 pages. Problem statement contains following components: 

 What is Problem: First thing to mention in problem statement is to describe the problem 
clearly.  

 Where it happened: After mentioning the problem, there is also a need to identify and 
describe the place where problem happened in a society or in an object. 

 When it occurred: Time of problem is also an essential thing. For writing problem 
statement, it is necessary to indicate when problem occurred. At this stage not only time 
but circumstance, environment, etc. are also important factors which should be discussed. 
If there are some specific factors whose appearance or existence may cause the problem 
that also must present there. 

 To what extent: Problem statement is considered as most important part of the study. It 
is considered as base of the study which should be written properly and clearly. So it 
must be written with full of its extent and intensity that reveal study must be conducted 
on this problem. 

 How I know: At this point there is a need to mention how you know about the problem 
and extent of the problem, present references there. 

 Conceptual Framework: Present conceptual framework which you assumed in the light 
of above discussed problem. Also explain construct and variables and their relationships. 

 Gap: Gap of the study is an essence of problem statement. So showing gap at this stage is 
very important. Gap will show how your conceptual framework is unique and 
researchable.  

 Evidence/Logic: What is the need to conduct this study? Provide logics and also support 
from literature regarding the need of the study. 



 Consequences: What will happen if you don’t conduct the study? In short at this stage 
explain the need of study. 

 Purpose: Write purpose of the study and also mention about methodology of the current 
study. 

Components of problem statement? 

Problem statements often have three elements:  

1. The problem itself, stated clearly and with enough contextual detail to establish why it is 
important. 

2. The method of solving the problem, often stated as a claim or a working thesis. 
3. The purpose, statement of objective and scope of the project being proposed. 

These elements should be brief so that the reader does not get lost. One page is enough for a 
statement problem. 
Criteria for Research Problem Statements:  

 The statement of the problem should clearly indicate what is to be investigated. 
 The actual statement may be in a declarative or in a question form.  
 The statement should indicate the variables of interest and the specific relationship 

between the variables that are to be studied.  
 Please note: In some qualitative methodologies, a statement of variables will not be 

possible and should not be done. However, an explanation of the qualitative methodology 
and the parameters of the research methodology should be explained.  

Sources of problem statement? 

Common sources of research problems are:  

 Personal experience and interests of researchers.  
 Various theories in the discipline of the researcher.  
 Related Literature- Literature from one’s own area of interest.  
 A reproduction of past research studies. 

Writing problem statement? 

1. First select your research topic, which is the issue or subject area that you intend to 
investigate. 

2. Describe the business or management problem based on your topic that you intend to 
research. Do this right at the beginning of your research proposal or report as laid out in 
the templates (remember to reference any facts that you are basing your research on). 
This will set the scene for your Research Problem statement, so that you can write a clear, 
stand alone Research Problem. 

3. A Research Problem is not the same as a business problem, ie it is not a “problem” in the 
normal sense of the word; it is research jargon that happens to be a bit confusing. You 
can think of your Research Problem as the unknown part of your business problem. 



4. We prefer Research Problem statements to have an outcomes based verb at or near the 
beginning. Some good outcome based verbs are: 

 

5. Verbs such as “understand”, “explore”, “investigate”, “examine” and “discuss” are poor 
verbs as they describe processes, not outcomes, eg you can discuss something endlessly 
without ever having to make recommendations, draw conclusions or offer a result. You 
might be exploring, examining or discussing as part of your process, but they cannot be 
the end result of your research, which should be more tangible. 

6. If your Research Problem contains two or more concepts / ideas, then break it down into 
sub-problems, so that each sub-problem consists of one idea only. Each sub-problem 
should contain key words that you can use in your literature search (using the electronic 
library databases and Google Scholar) on that sub-problem. 

7. Your Research Problem statement should be your sub-problems added together – no 
more and no less. Do not introduce any new ideas when you write your sub-problems. 
For example: 

The Main problem is to 

Analyse and evaluate the role of entrepreneurship in the establishment of small, medium and 
micro enterprises (SMMEs) and ascertain the value of the economic contributions of these firms 
in emerging markets. 

Sub-problem 1 

Analyse and evaluate the role of entrepreneurship in establishing SMMEs in emerging markets. 
(Here your key search terms for your literature review could be “entrepreneurship”, “SMME” 
and “emerging markets”) 

Sub-problem 2 

Evaluate the economic contribution of SMMEs to growth and development in emerging markets. 
(Here your search terms could be “economic contribution”, “economic growth”, “emerging 
market development”) 



Your literature review would be likely to have headings similar or related to the search terms, as 
well as other topic areas that you find and are relevant, but that you may not have anticipated – in 
fact you will find a lot of information and related topics that you won’t (and cannot be expected 
to) have anticipated. Use the search terms both alone and combined with each other. You won’t 
find many articles on exactly your own research problem (that’s why you are researching it), so 
your literature review will be on topics broader than, but encompassing your specific problem. 

8. Your sub-problems should NOT be steps in the process of finding the solution to your 
Research Problem. This is a common and understandable error. The example below 
shows the sub-problems to be steps in the process that the student intends to follow in the 
research (these can be described in the methodology chapter). They are not invalid - they 
are just not sub-problems. 

 
 
 

Main Problem 

Compare the characteristics of the South African and Ghanaian home loan markets in relation to 
consumer home loan choice criteria, home finance availability on both markets, home loan 
administration, success and hindering factors, risks in pricing of home finance, the status and 
causes of home loan default in both markets and to predict the way forward for both markets. 

Sub-problems 

 Analyse consumer choice criteria in both home loans markets 
 Assess the availability and accessibility of home loans. 
 Establish the difficulties encountered in home loan administration 
 Identify the risks in home loan pricing and the effect of inflation on pricing 
 Determine the status and causes of home loan default 
 Forecast the future of the South African and Ghanaian home loan markets. 

In the example, the “sub-problems” listed are certainly useful topics to include in the literature 
review, although the list may not be exhaustive ‐ keep an open mind to finding other factors in 
the literature that you may not have thought about. The literature review is a process of 
discovery, and you don’t know what’s been published until you get there. 

A possible alternative to the above could be: 

Main Problem: 

Compare the actual and perceived characteristics of the South African and Ghanaian home loan 
markets and determine the nature of any relationship between these characteristics and payment 
defaults. Identify any other causes of home loan defaults in these markets and possible measures 
to reduce them. 



Sub-problem 1 

Identify the actual and perceived characteristics of the South African and Ghanaian home loan 
markets. 

Sub-problem 2 

Determine the causes of home loan defaults, whether they are related or not to the home loan 
market characteristics and seek measures to reduce the occurrence of such defaults. 

9. Your problem and sub-problems should not have a yes / no answer or solution. 
10. Your problem and sub-problems should not suggest the solution / finding that you expect, 

otherwise you are introducing bias. 
11. Not all problems have sub-problems; if your problem statement contains only one 

concept or idea, and cannot be broken down into smaller concepts, you will have only a 
problem statement with no sub-problems. 

12. A sub-problem should not depend on a particular answer to a previous sub-problem – you 
will be in trouble if it does not work out the way you anticipated. To avoid this, make 
sure that each sub-problem can stand alone, ie it could be a small research project by 
itself, such as in the example in point 8 of this document. 

13. You should only have a small number of sub-problems – no more than 2 to 3 preferably. 
If you have too many, your project may be too big. In this case, exclude some of the 
investigation and state what you will NOT be including in your research under the 
heading “Delimitations”. 

14. Your sub-problems with their key words are your guide as to what to look up in the 
literature to see what has already been published on your topic. Your literature review is 
based on one sub-problem at a time. Thus your sub-problems will keep you on track – but 
they may be tweaked from time to time as you read more and more – it is an iterative 
process. 

The problem statement implies some question that your research will be answering. Sometimes it 
is necessary to draft or pre-write for a while to discover what that point will be (and often writers 
are unsure of their point until they have written the draft proposal and discover the point near the 
end of the proposal).  

When you set up to write a statement problem you should know that you are looking for 
something wrong… or something that needs close attention. Your problem statement is the 
statement that makes a point about the issues and information you are discussing, and is what the 
rest of the proposal hinges upon. It is not just your topic, but what you are saying about your 
topic. In other words there must be very good communication between your topic and the 
statement problem.  

The importance of the problem should receive considerable and persuasive attention [note that 
importance is inevitably subjective and will vary from researcher to researcher]. Nevertheless 
objectivity can be injected by answering questions such as these: 



1. Is the problem of current interest? Is it topical?  
2. Is the problem likely to continue into the future?  
3. Will more information about the problem have practical application?  
4. Will more information about the problem have theoretical importance?  
5. How large is the population affected by the problem? 
6. How important, influential, or popular is this population?  
7. Would this study substantially revise or extend existing knowledge?  
8. Would this study create or improve an instrument of some utility?  
9. Would research findings lead to some useful change in best practice?  
10. Is there evidence or authoritative opinion from others to support the need for this 

research?  

The problem statement should persuasively indicate that major variables can be measured in 
some meaningful way. If you can identify likely objections to the study, identify and respond to 
them here. The problem statement could close with a question. Typically, the question could 
contain two variables, a measurable relationship, and some indication of population. The purpose 
of the literature review that follows thereafter is to answer the research problem question. If the 
literature cannot answer the question, the research is needed to do so. An example question 
might be: this proposal poses the question, "What is the relationship between farm productivity 
and farmer use of fertilizer"? The information needed is (1) productivity levels and (2) some 
measure of fertilizer use. A bad example might be: "What is the best way to train for use of 
fertilizer"? This is insufficient because:  

 What are the variables?  
 What will be measured?  
 What relationships will be examined?  

There should be a close relationship between the title of the proposal and the problem statement 
question. For example, in the good example above, the title of this research project would be 
something like this: "Fertilizer use by small scale farmers in Bungoma district and their farm 
productivity" (see annexures 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5). 
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